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6:00 PM
Good evening and thank you for joining us at the 2022 Utopian Ball!

The only constant is change. We know this to be true. However, the trajectory, form and path of change is not yet known. It can be surmised or projected but it has not yet been written.

Tonight, we write. Collaboraction’s mission is to actively impact and shape the trajectory of social change in our city and country. We gather human resources of story, voice and connection, and share them in a way in which we become closer to one another and overcome the carefully designed segregation that separates us.

We inclusively collaborate and tell stories to bind us to one another. In doing so, we change our future. And in October of 2022, what could be more important? By “showing up” for Collaboraction tonight, you bring energy to our mission. Your energy is our energy, and over the next 25 years we will use it to:

1. Hire artists at a living wage under a pay equity framework to create work that inspires change.

2. Manifest a new space for personal transformation and solidarity with Crucial Conversations such that cultivate knowledge, empathy, dialogue and action.

3. Grow our digital platform as a national resource for love, equity and healing through films, documentaries and live streaming programs, such as the Emmy-Nominated Trial in the Delta.

4. Foster our youth program, The Light, to develop the next generation of artist-activists who will incite change through their fearless social justice visions and virtuoso artistic craft.

5. Create theatrical experiences with Crucial Conversations such as Peacebook, Moonset Sunrise and others that cultivate knowledge, empathy, dialogue and action.

As you consider how much energy you can give to our cause, I urge you to think not of the amazing work that we have done over the last 25 years, but of the work we will do together over the next 25.

Think of the need for our work, the need for equity and justice for everyone, the need for deepening our connections and personal obligation to one another.

Through this work we will move farther on the journey towards Utopia, a place where everyone has everything they need to be safe, healthy and in harmony. We may never get there, but we will die still striving.

Thank you so much for the 25 years of love and energy for social change, here’s to the next 25!

Yours,
Anthony Moseley
Artistic Director, Collaboraction
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Mistress of Ceremonies
Carla Stilwell
Acting Managing Director
Emmy Nominated-Producer, Collaboration

Event Co-Chairs
Dr. Marcus Robinson
Co-Director, Enrich Chicago
Former Executive Director, Collaboration
Music Director/Guitarist, The Wild Onion

David A. Cherry
Senior Vice President/Youth and Community Development and City Leader of All Stars Project of Chicago

THE HOST COMMITTEE
Alexis Booth | Google
Dana & Rick LaChapelle | LaChapelle Family Foundation
Darlene Jackson
Elsa Hiltner
Justin Frick | AV Chicago
Karen “KO” Olivo
Linda Karn
Sarah Neukom and Matt Woodburn | ESP Presents
Pat Merryweather | Rotary of Naperville
Paul Levy | Bridgeport Arts Center & Rockwell on the River
Pinnacle Performance Company
Rebecca Jackson-Artis
Robert and Beth Gomez
Sandra Delgado and Anthony Moseley
RUN OF SHOW

6:00 PM
Doors Open/Cocktail Hour

6:45 PM
Tables Open (Music by The Wild Onion)
Libation Ceremony (led by Priestess Pilar Audain)
Program Begins (led by MC Carla Stillwell)
Co-Chair Address (Darlene Jackson, Board President)
2022 Ourhaus Award Presentation (Elsa Hiltner, Board & Company Member)

AWARDEES: Bobby & Beth Gomez

2022 Artist Award Presentation

AWARDEE: Sarah Swift

Dinner
Performance (The Light)
Season 25 Recap (Anthony Moseley, Artistic Director)
Live Auction (John Walcher, Auctioneer, Toomey & Co.)
Heads or Tails
Donate For Change – Pay Equity Campaign
Dance
STAFF, BOARD & COMPANY

Anthony Moseley, Artistic Director
Carla Stillwell, Producer & Acting Managing Director
Jay Kelly, PR
Lê Minh Hà Millie, Video Marketing Associate
Pricilla Torres, Associate Producer
Rebecca Jackson Artis, Company Manager
Willow James, Marketing Manager

BOARD
Darlene Jackson, President
Pat Merryweather-Arges, Secretary
Andrew Balderson, Treasurer
Justin Frick
Chelsea Jenkins
David Cherry
Elsa Hiltner
Karen "KO" Olivo
Linda Karn
Matt Woodburn
Sammy Rangel
Sandra Delgado
Sarah Neukom

BOARD EMERITUS
Karen "KO" Olivo
Linda Karn
Matt Woodburn
Sammy Rangel
Sandra Delgado
Sarah Neukom

COMPANY MEMBERS
Anthony Moseley
Antonio Brunetti
Caitlin Body
Carolyn Hoerdemann
Dana N. Anderson
Domenic Laury
Elsa Hiltner
Elysia C. Banks
Emmy Weldon
Genevieve Fowler
G. Riley Mills
Hannah Phelps Proctor
J. Nicole Brooks
Dr. Laura Biagi
Liviu Pasare
Loretta "Firekeeper" Hawkins
Luis Crespo
Parker Langvardt
Sandra Delgado
Sarah Swift
Scott Merchant
Sir Taylor
Sophia Pietrkowski
Stacey Taylor
Sunniva Holmlund
Willie Round

Jonathan Aberman
Harry Arader
Manuela Guidi
Mike Grillo
Paul Klein
Rick LaChapelle
OUR SUPPORTERS

EXEMPLAR OF PEACE - $50,000+
Jeffrey Asperger, Joseph & Bessie Feinberg Foundation, LaChapelle Family Foundation,
Jeanne L. & Marc A. Malnati

PARAMOUNT OF PEACE - $20,000+
Jonathan & Carolyn Aberman, Rhys Hiltner & Edna Prieto, David O’Connor & Kelsey Tanner O’Connor,
Rick & Dana LaChapelle, Paul Levy & Mia Park, Paul M. Angell Family Foundation

HEROES OF PEACE - $10,000+
Andrew Balderson, Cheryl Lynn Bruce & Kerry James Marshall, Betty Cleeland,
The Merryweather-Arges Family, Melissa Neis, Greg Weldon, Matt Woodburn & Sarah Neukom*

CRITERION OF PEACE - $5,000+
All Stars Chicago, Doron & Ruth Blatt, Alexis Booth, Jason Brett & Lauren Streicher,
John Clark & Trish Nealon, Justin & Katie Frick, Scott & Ella Goldstein, Rose & Barry McInerney,
Dr. Marcus Robinson, Roche Schulfer, Nick & Nora Weir, Rachelle Zola

CREATOR OF PEACE - $2,500+
Jonathan & Elizabeth Asperger, David Cherry, Scott Carlson, John Curley,
Sandra Delgado & Anthony Moseley*, Cecile De Mello, Beth & Robert Gomez*,
Dedrea & Paul Gray, Nancy Juda, Linda Karn, Michael & Kelly Legamaro, Kelsey Malnati Howell,
Erica Mann Ramis, Kathy McDonald & Joe Monahan, G. Riley & Jo Mills,
Monahan Law Group, LLC, Thomas Olivieri, Bridget Peters, Pinnacle Performance Company,
Sammy Rangel, Claire Simon, SK Entertainment, Inc.

CHAMPION OF PEACE - $1,000+
Anonymous, Roger Barnard, John Baethke, Bear Icebox Communications,
Lana Berry, Aimee & Andrew Brode, Marc Cervantes, Robert Curley, Brian & Eva Saha Daniel,
Daniel & Maxine Frankel, Denise Giszczynski, Joseph Graber & Judith Alexander, Gary & Kathy Grube,
Erik & Shani Harmon, Jay Kelly & Alicia Gonzalez, Matthew LaChapelle, Isabelle Libmann, Karen Lohss,
Melissa Malnati Molitor, Sam Marts, Rachel McClain & Anthony Qaiyum*, Mary & Peter McDonnell,
Rebecca Moniuddin, Rob Murphy & Emilio Williams, Rob Newsome, Peter & Rachel O’Mara,
Michelle Orlando, Alex Pissios, Rita & Abdul Qaiyum, Nik Rokop, Lakesha & Jim Rose, This Must Be The Band,
TTX Company – HR/Law Department, Cesar Guillermo Urbina, Sally Wallace

*Denotes CollaborActivist Member
OUR SUPPORTERS

INITIATOR OF PEACE- $500+

MAKER OF PEACE- $250+

MESSENGER OF PEACE- 100+
Anonymous, Shahir Ahang, Edlyn Alcedo, Lane Alexander, Stacey Amarantos, Anonymous, BJ Arnsw & Emily Yeager Arnone, Megan Baer, Adriene Batts, Luis Barco, Nick Bassett, John Bayir, Jonathan & Michelle Bednarsh, Jillian Bibb, Rachel Black, Elizabeth Blair, Beth Bond, Tomasz Borzernski, Christina Bourne, Giulia Camilla Braga, Pam Brockman, Melissa Brookes, Rhonda Brown, Christopher Butco, Joe Calderone, Martin Campoverde, Janet Carl Smith, Cynthia Cervini, Jared Chapman, Mary Clark, Charles Cohler, David Cao, John Connors, Anne Crees, Farnaz Dadrass, Laura Dahl, Joe Davenport, Saudia Davis, Michelle Denise, Christine Desousa, Tyson Dias, Ryan Dille, Jeff Doemland, Meredith DuBoff, Chris DuPilka, Jennifer Dwivedi, Sarah Dyer, Julia Eisenstein, Wade Ellis, James Finkler, Amy Fong, Frederick Foote, Darrell Foss, Flora Foss, Irving Harris Foundation, Ilyssa Fradin Werstler,
OUR SUPPORTERS


ACTIVIST OF PEACE- $50+

UPCOMING AT COLLABORATION

Collaboraction in partnership with The DuSable Museum presents the world premiere of

TRIAL IN THE DELTA
THE MURDER OF EMMETT TILL

Adapted from the trial transcript by G. Riley Mills & Willie Round
Directed by Dana N. Anderson & Anthony Moseley

FEB 9-19 at The DuSable Black History Museum and Education Center
740 E. 56th Place, Chicago

tickets and more at collaboraction.org
groups sales and sponsorship email info@collaboraction.org

Click to Learn More & Buy Tickets!
BECOME A COLLABORACTIVIST

Become a member for as little as $1/month and join our virtual network The Co-Lab gaining access to special videos, events, workshops, and more—all while supporting our work.

- **SUPPORTER**
  - $1/MONTH

- **CREATOR**
  - $10/MONTH

- **CHANGEMAKER**
  - $25/MONTH

- **CHANGE AGENT**
  - $50/MONTH

- **ACTIVIST**
  - $100/MONTH

- **COLLABORACTIVIST**
  - $200/MONTH

Click to Learn More!

SPECIAL THANKS